Introduction
• Which are the usual variations?
Small variations on core constructs
This variability may hamper the comprehension of the framework by novices, its diffusion into the scientific community, and its adoption by practitioners The i* core: What else?
• Some ambiguities/silences cannot be managed without adding further information -are they important? -if so, how can be modelled and… -…how can be made compliant with standard models? -how are they represented graphically?
The i* core: Generalization sets
• The is-a construct misses information about -more than one specialization concept -completeness and disjointness -decision: borrow from UML the widespread concept of generalization set -default: one concept, complete, disjoint The i* core: Dependencies 
IC2
Cycles are not allowed regardless of the type of ActorLink
IC3
The links is-a and is-part-of must connect actors of the same type
IC4
The is-a and is-part-of links cannot be applied to the same pair of 
IC12
The only cycles allowed are those that involve only contribution links
IC13

InternalElement Link
An internal element can be decomposed using one type of decomposition
IC14
A dependum cannot appear twice among the same pair of Actors
IC15
Depender and dependee actors must be different
IC16
Dependency
Beliefs cannot be neither depender nor dependee
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Making Explicit some Implicit i* Language Decisions
Summary
Answers to 3 research questions:
• Analysis of i* from 8 types of sources
• Resolution of ambiguities and silences according to 5 criteria
• Proposal of some minor additional constructs
• Identification of open issues
• Final proposal of an UML metamodel
